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David was not weak at all when it came to strength. 

He killed a mecha guard with a casual smack, so he gave the hundreds of mechas on 
the opposite side some lingering fears. 

 

The mecha guards were made of unique materials , and their advantage was their 
super defense. 

However, David could get through the mecha guard‘s defense and directly injure the 
person inside. 

Hence, the humans of this indigenous planet were the complete nemesis of mecha 
guards. 

Even if they were specially trained , mecha guards were people too. 

All creature had fear, and while facing this natural nemesis, their hearts began racing as 
well. 

“Pavan, I told you that before you hurt the human beings on Earth, that you could take 
your people and leave and I would not have stopped you. But now, you dared to 
disregard human life. Nearly 100,000 people in a city died in your hands just like this. 
You can‘t leave now. Stay and be their burial offerings!” David said seriously, staring at 
the Octagon behind hundreds of mecha guards. 

“Hahaha! David, aren‘t you afraid of hurting your tongue 

when you bluff like that? Do you know what this is? This is the Octagon built by the 
Milky Way Empire, and even Planet Rankers can‘t break through it. You‘re just an 
aboriginal who is not even at Satellite Rank, and you dare to say something as crazy 
like killing us? If it weren‘t for your unknown means of restraint, we would have already 
planted the slave mark on earth, and you would have already been made my slave, a 
title you would never have been able to shed. Right, another minute is up. Another wave 
of humans will die because of you. Tremble before me, earthlings! This is the power of a 
level 3 civilization, and it is not comparable to an indigenous planet that‘s not even a 
level 1 civilization.” 

Pavan laughed wildly. 



At the same time, another corner of the Octagon began gathering energy. 

This time, it was aimed at Somerland. 

Mason‘s heart tightened, and he clenched his fists. 

He had never felt as powerless as he was now. 

The Somerlanders watching the live broadcast had their hearts in their throats. 

This attack was clearly aimed at Somerland , and no one knew which city it would hit. 

It was possible that in the next moment, they would become ashes, leaving no traces. 

Although most people did not blame David, a small number of people felt resentful. 
They thought that David should give the items back to Pavan. 

Even if Pavan planted the slave mark, it would still be better than death! 

The Octagon‘s energy gathering was complete. 

Shoot! 

However… 

Boom! 

A huge explosion resounded throughout Dark Cape. 

The laser cannon did not fire. Instead, it just left the launcher and detonated on the spot 
as if something had blocked its path. 

Most of the impact from the explosion was taken by the Octagon. However, just like 
Pavan said, the Octagon had a strong defense. 

Even though the laser cannon exploded at the launcher, it still could not hurt the 
Octagon one bit. Since David just never thought Pavan would attack ordinary earthlings, 
he was completely unprepared back then. 

Hence, it led to the destruction of a city in Falconia and the murder of nearly 100,000 
people. Now, he would not give the opponent another such opportunity 

His enormous materialized mind power directly blocked the attack of the laser cannon, 
and it exploded immediately as it launched. 



Of course, David would suffer side effects if he did this. His materialized mind power 
was not invincible. 

However, after three years of improvement, David‘s mind power was already terrifyingly 
powerful. 

Therefore, he could still bear this side effect. 

If it was three years ago and David dared to use his mind power to block the laser 
cannon attack, he would have been rendered unrecognizable. 
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Chapter 897 A laser cannon could instantly destroy a city and turn nearly 100,000 
people into ash, so, naturally , its power could not be underestimated. 

Although it could not cause any damage to the Octagon itself, which had a great 
defense, it was not the same for the hundreds of mecha guards. 

The explosion sent them flying all over the sky. At least half of the mecha guards were 
directly destroyed. 

 

Meanwhile, the earthlings were not affected since David protected them. 

The sudden accident also surprised Pavan and others. 

The mecha guards were important forces used by Pavan to fight in all corners of the 
universe. 

Each one of them was precious. 

Not even the Tuffin family had so many mechas, 

The reason Pavan could have more than a hundred of them was because of years of 
hard work and the support of his family. 

Unexpectedly, his small mistake just now destroyed more than half of them. 

How would Pavan not feel bad? 



“What’s going on? What did you all do? Why did the laser cannon detonate just after it 
launched? Which one of you can take responsibility for destroying so many mecha 
guards?” Pavan asked angrily. 

“Master Pavan, we don’t know what’s going on. There is no problem with the transmitter 
, and everything else is normal. I don’t think we caused it. It’s the earthlings!” An 
operator of the Octagon replied. “The earthlings? Do you know how they did it?” Pavan 
asked calmly. 

He also felt that these people’s operating errors should not have caused such an 
incident. 

The ones who could sit here and operate the Octagon were all top students who 
graduated from the famous military academies in the Milky Way. 

They had never made a mistake in so many years. 

“I’m not sure. The detection system in the Octagon did not detect anything. It seems like 
an invisible shield had blocked the route of the laser cannon, and that’s why it detonated 
the moment it was launched.” 

‘An invisible shield? 

“The thing that restrained me just now seems to also be an invisible energy. 

‘What is it? 

‘Not only can it restrain a person, it can also block such a strong attack from a laser 
cannon. 

‘The most important thing is that it’s invisible and untouchable. 

‘Yet, it genuinely exist. 

Pavon was confused for a moment, but after a while, his eyes lit up. 

If he could obtain this technique, then he could definitely use it as one of his important 
trump cards in the future. He could restrain his enemies’ bodies quietly during battle. 

This was a super killing machine. 

However, how would he get this kind of technique from David? 

Pavan felt a little bit overwhelmed. 



If the laser cannon failed , how could he threaten David into handing over the Cursed 
Blood Beads and this invisible special technique? 

For the first time, Pavan felt that this indigenous living planet was difficult to deal with. 

It was even more difficult to deal with than those noble families in the heart of the Milky 
Way. 

However, this was also a test for him. 

If he could pass this test, he could get everything David had. 

He, Pavan Tuffin, could definitely become the most dazzling existence in the Milky Way 
and he could even take the position of the Master of the Milky Way in the future. 

When Pavan thought about this, a fire burned in his chest. 

No matter what, he had to get everything David had. 

Just as Pavan was thinking about how to deal with David, a notification popped up in 
David’s system again. 

[System assimilation and upgrade completed. 

(Congratulations, Host. You have completed the first phase of the system’s testing and 
have successfully connected to the Stella Civilization Galaxy. 

[The system will be updated again according to the actual situation of the Stella 
Civilization Galaxy. Please wait… [After this update, the system will enter the second 
phase. Host, please be prepared.] 
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David looked at the system in front of him and was a little speechless. 

He thought that after the assimilation upgrade was successful, he could learn something
 about Stella Civilization Galaxy from the system. 

 

He did not expect that it would need more upgrading. 



And what did the first phase and the second phase mean? 

David had no clue. 

The developer of this system might be an old man who did not like to talk 

It did not explain anything to the host at all. 

However, now was not the time to think about that. 

No matter what phase he was in, he would be satisfied if the system could help him 
improve his strength. 

Next, it was time to collect debts. 

David stared at the Octagon ahead of him. 

He was going to try to see if this tortoise’s shell was 
as hard as Pavan said and if it could block his full – strength attack. 

“David, hand over the Cursed Blood Beads and your silent 

means of trapping restraint, and I‘ll leave without disturbing your earth,” Pavan said. 

“Pavan, you want to leave now? It‘s too 
late! Stay and be burial offerings to the people who you have killed!” David said in a cold
 voice. 

“David, I am not looking down on earth, but only a Stellar Ranker 
can break the Octagon. You can‘t do it. The moment 
we arrived here, we already had the upper hand, also… Don‘t 
force me to kill. Once I take action again, the earth will be turned into ashes and forever 
be history. Countless lives on earth will be destroyed, and this is all because 
of your ignorance. You have to think this through.” 

“I have already thought about it and I want to kill you to 
make you burial offerings for the dead earthlings. That is 

the only way for you to atone for your sins.” 

“You… You‘re 
so stubborn. David, you asked for this. Listen closely, David is the one who caused the 
destruction of the earth. I didn‘t want to kill 
you, but David insists on testing my patience. Goodbye then, foolish earthlings!” 



After Pavan said that, eight corners of the Octagon started gathering energy 
and gathering it in the center. An attack from 
just one corner could easily destroy a city. Hence, eight of 
them would definitely be more powerful and terrifying 

Humans worldwide were watching this scene, and instinctively, they started feeling scar
ed. 

They believed that these aliens were serious about destroying the Earth and were not ju
st saying it. 

This was the catastrophe recorded by the ancients. 

After the catastrophe , it‘s possible that the Earth would cease to exist. 

Many people started crying while hugging their families. 

They wanted to cherish the last moments they had. 

David watched the Octagon gather energy. 

His mind power could sense that the blow would be stronger than ever. 

Aside from whether his materialized mind power could stop it, even if he could barely 
stop it, detonating such a powerful attack in Dark Cape would also cause massive dama
ge to the Earth. It might be worse than a comet crashing into the earth. 

He could not let the explosion happen. 

He needed to act first. 

“Pavan, you are courting death!” David said through gritted teeth. 

He shot his body at the Octagon. 

The remaining mecha guards had returned to their positions in front of the Octagon. 

David rushed over without a care, and the two sides collided very soon. 

At this moment, Mason, the masters on Earth, and 
the humans watching the broadcast stared fixedly at David. 

The lives of the human beings on Earth depended on whether David could stop this stro
ngest blow. 
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A huge crash could be heard when the two sides collided. 

Countless metal stumps were sent flying all over the sky, all coming from the mecha 
guards. 

 

David was like a tiger amongst a flock of sheep. All the mecha guards were destroyed in
 an instant as soon as they touched him. 

Just a few seconds later, the remaining mecha guards that survived the laser cannon ex
plosion had been turned into a pile of scrap iron and fell to the ground. The operators in
side were either dead or unconscious. 

Such a tragic scene not only stunned Mason, the other masters from Earth, and the eart
hlings watching the live broadcast, but also Pavan and others in the Octagon. 

“H–H–He…” 

Pavan pointed to David, unable to utter a complete sentence. 

These were all mecha guards with a combat power equivalent to Satellite Rank! 

They were also the result of his hard work accumulated over the years. 

Now, they were completely destroyed in such a short period of time. Without these hund
reds of mecha guards, how could he gain a foothold in the center of the Milky 
Way in the future? 

How would he explain this to the Tuffin family? 

Even if he was the eldest of the Tuffin family, he might be directly stripped of his status 
as the heir to the family after incurring such a huge loss. At this 
moment, Pavan panicked. 

‘What should I do?‘ 

If he did not have his family‘s support, all of his plans would be in vain. 

“M–Master Pavan, David‘s combat had been skyrocketing since he 
started taking action. N–Now, he‘s at mid Planet Rank,” one of 
the controllers in the Octagon stammered. 



‘What?‘ 

Pavan and the four elders were horrified. 

How could an aboriginal who was not even at Satellite Rank rise to mid–
Planet Rank in such a short time? 

The four elders were just mid Planet Rankers 
while Pavan was only a beginner Planet Ranker. 

David was even stronger than him? 

How old was David? 

According to the information Pava got about the earth, David was only 25. 

‘H-How is this possible? 

‘With this talent, he could defeat the monsters in the center of the Milky Way.‘  

“E–Erm, David‘s combat is still rising 
and now he‘s at late Planet Rank,” the controller continued. 

‘Um… 

Pavan and the rest did not know how to 
describe their feelings right now. Before they could come back to their senses, the contr
oller of the Octagon added, “M–Master Pavan, David‘s combat power has reached 
peak Planet Rank!” 

Pavan and the four elders looked at each other. 

‘No way! 

‘He‘s already at peak Planet Rank? 

‘If his combat power continues to rise, then he will be in Stellar Rank. 

‘Once he‘s in Stellar Rank, the Octagon won’t be able to resist his attack. 

This place is not safe anymore and we will all die on this 

indigenous planet.‘ Pavan‘s expression slowly turned 
horrified. ‘What should I do? What should I do? What should I do?‘ He kept asking hims
elf inside his heart. 
He was the chosen one so he could not die on such a far indigenous planet. ‘Why would



 such a monster appear on such a poor indigenous planet and why did I have to run into
 him? ‘Didn‘t they all say that an indegineous planet is easy to conquer? 
‘Didn‘t they say they could plant their slave marks on an indenigous planet easily? ‘Why 
is it not the same when it came to my turn?‘ 

Pavan was on the verge of tears. 

At this moment, Master Pavan of the Tuffin family and the ninth chief of the Milky Way B
attle Institution in the Stella Civilization Galaxy was scared. 

Even when David restrained 
him just now through some unknown means, Pavan was still calm and he did not panic. 

It was because David was not yet at Satellite Rank back 
then while Pavan was a beginner Planet Ranker. 
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Once a human reached Satellite Rank through cultivation, their physical strength would 
be significantly improved, and they could travel in space freely. 

A person whose combat power had not even reached Satellite Rank wanted to kill a 
beginner Planet Ranker. 

 

If they did not have any special weapons, then it would be simply impossible. 

Even if the Planet Ranker did not fight back, there would still be no way to break 
through their defense. 

Therefore, at that time, Pavan did not panic. 

However, it was different now. 

David’s combat power had reached peak Planet Rank, so he would be able to kill Pavan 
easily. 

When Pavan was facing the threat of death, a chosen one from the Stella Civilization 
Galaxy was no different from ordinary people. He would still fear like the rest of them. 

“W-What’s his current combat power? Is he still improving?” Pavan asked nervously. 



“Master Pavan, not anymore. David’s combat power has temporarily stopped at peak 
Planet Rank.” 

When they heard this answer, everyone in the Octagon’s control room breathed a sigh 
of relief. 

They obviously knew what would happen to them once David reached Stellar Rank. 

At this moment, these people just wanted to leave this strange planet. 

“Start the Octagon. Turn on the power and leave the earth as fast as possible. Let’s go 
back first. This planet is a bit weird, so we can only send more powerful people from the 
family to conquer it,” Pavan quickly ordered. 

He did not want to obtain Cursed Blood Beads nor David’s unknown means now. 

He would only decide once he got out of here. 

The mecha guards had all been destroyed. 

However, the value of this indigenous living planet was too great, and it could make up 
for it all. 

As long as he returned to the family, reported the location of this planet, and asked his 
family to send people to conquer the earth, not only would he be exempt from 
punishment, he might even reap some benefits. Of course, if Pavan could conquer the 
earth himself, then he would get unimaginable benefits. 

Unfortunately, he did not have that ability. 

Hence, he could only settle for the next best thing. 

Pavan was the chosen one of the Stella Civilization Galaxy, so naturally, he was smart. 

If he knew he could not do it, then he should take a step back. 

At least, he could still get some benefit out of this. Besides, he was shocked just now. 

He was worried that David’s combat power would continue to rise and break through to 
Stellar Rank. 

If that happened, he would be doomed. 

Not only would he not get any benefits, but he would also even lose his life. 

“Yes, Master Pavan!” 



The controllers in the control room answered at the same time. 

They also wanted to leave the earth as soon as possible. 

Thus, they quickly acted once they received Pavan’s order. 

They set the Octagon’s power to the minimum and prepared to leave. 

At this moment, the Octagon trembled gently, and it was a little shaky. 

Everyone in the control room knew that David had to be attacking the Octagon. 

However, they were not too worried. 

The product of the Milky Way Empire in the Stella Civilization Galaxy was very reliable. 
It could temporarily resist the attack of a Planet Ranker. 

So, even if David were a peak Planet Ranker, he could not break the defense of the 
octagon in such a short period. 

The Octagon was at full power, and they would leave the Earth soon. 

The next time they came here, it would not just be them and the Octagon. Instead, it 
would be a more advanced spaceship and the elites of the Tuffin family. 

When the time came, Pavan wanted to see how the aboriginals would resist them. 

Pavan thought savagely, ‘I have to come with them when the time comes. 

‘I’ll kill everyone related to David to quell my anger. 

‘I want these aboriginals to know the consequences of opposing me.’ 

 


